Shutter Press staff will usually arrive around 1½ hours prior to the agreed booking time. This allows
us time to assemble the booth which comes in a fine array of black holdalls. On arrival we will
introduce ourselves to you and agree a location for the booth. We need approx. 3m x 2m of space
near to an electric socket.
Assembly can take up to an hour depending on the distance from the car park to the site, ease of
access etc.. .
Once assembled, we test the equipment and ensure that we are ready to go. If there’s time we
might grab a coffee if not we get straight into photographing and videoing your guests.
In front of the booth we have some cinema style rope railings which lead the guests along a red
carpet into the booth. There is a box with a selection of props situated near the entrance. These
props typically include things like big sparkly spectacles, eye patches, wigs , false moustaches,
picture frames, clapperboards and microphones but may vary slightly from event to event.
We encourage your guests to make use of the props and record a short video message before having
four different passport sized photos taken in around 30 secs. They get a limited amount of time to
alter the pose between shots.
These photos are then printed out as two strips of four and have a printed message saying
something like “Adam & Eve’s Big Day” alongside them. One strip is given to the guest and the other
is placed in your album, which we provide, and the guests write a message alongside it.
At the end of the evening we record all the video messages on to a DVD and all the photographs
onto a CD and give them to you along with the album.
We allow unlimited visits to the Booth during the three hour hire but try to avoid letting the same
people “hog it” so that everyone gets a go. Each visit generates two sets of prints.
We can also offer guests the opportunity to purchase studio quality mounted 9x6 prints of their
favourite shots on the night.
We also have the facility to use a green screen that allows us to photograph you anywhere in the
world or even beyond if you are that way inclined. If you require this we need to know in advance so
that we can source the background photographs for you.
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